Case Study
Client: Cadassist

Challenge
bibendum augue

Industry: Design & Data
Management

Cadassist are a leading design and data management software
integrator who support an impressive list of clients with their range of
products and services. Cadassist recently challenged themselves to
change their software image deployment method to improve efficiency
and adopt a more robust process.

Solution
bibendum augue
101 Data Solutions proposed and supplied an Acronis Snap Deploy
solution, which met Cadassist’s need for rapid bare-metal deployments
to large numbers of PCs and servers as well as effortless on-going
redeployment for similar future projects. Using Acronis Snap Deploy
Cadassist now redeploy images to multiple live Windows Machines at

“With this product we’ve
gone from a 4-6 hour
deployment window to less
than 1 hour to deploy
individual machines;
creating images also takes
less than half the time
which frees our technical
staff to work on other
projects.”

the same time, eliminating the need for manual booting of individual
systems. 101 Data Solutions provided proof of concept software and
services before purchase, enabling the customer to make an informed
technical and strategic decision without any initial commercial outlay.

Results
bibendum augue



Machine deployment window was reduced from 4 – 6 hours to less
than 1 hour for individual machines



Cadassist now provision all their workstations together as if
provisioning just one, and create images of any standard
configuration they choose (including the OS, configuration, files,

“The service from 101 Data
Solutions has been
excellent and beyond
reproach.”
Ali Haque
Technical Co-Ordinator
Cadassist

and all applications) in less than half the time it took previously.


Acronis
Acronis is a leading backup software, disaster recovery, and secure
data access provider to consumers, small-medium businesses, and
enterprises. Acronis solutions include physical, virtual, and cloud server
backup software, storage management, secure file sharing, and system
deployment. Powered by the Acronis AnyData Engine, Acronis products
provide easy, complete, and safe solutions for data in local, remote,
cloud, and mobile devices. When it comes to new generation data
protection, Acronis is the undisputed leader.

Manage Data Better with 101 Data Solutions
101 Data Solutions can help you with managing data better. We look at the
root cause of your data issues and apply our knowledge and products to
help you with business efficiency.
Our UK wide network of fully accredited and experienced Data Storage
experts work hard to offer the right solution for your business. With a full
range of installation, project management and support services across all of
our products, we offer industry leading solutions suitable to your technology
and business needs.

